
Nico Ring in Teal
Project R3038
Designer: Karlin Jones

With an abstract splash of Vintaj patina in Verdigris Teal, this hammered Nunn Design unisex ring is fun to make and wear.

What You'll Need

Nunn Design Ring, Hammered Ring Size 8, 1 Piece, Antiqued Gold

SKU: FRG-0709

Project uses 1 piece

Vintaj Patina Opaque Permanent Ink - Verdigris Teal - 0.5 Ounce Bottle

SKU: XTL-9073

Project uses 1 piece

Nunn Design Sealant Protectant 2 oz. -  For Patera Findings (1)

SKU: XTL-1032

Project uses 1 piece

Recommended Tools: 

[XTL-2222] Vintaj Metal Relief Block For Filing, Buffing & Sanding

Instructions

The ring used in this project is a size 8 and not adjustable. Please be mindful of ring size.   You will need 2 paint brushes, gloves and a paper towel for this

project.

1. Begin by putting on your gloves (optional) and place your Nunn Design Ring onto a paper towel.  Add a few drops of Vintaj patina ink onto your paper
towel or other surface you don't mind getting paint on.

2. Next, take your paint brush, dip it in your patina ink and carefully dab onto the surface of your ring. Continue until your ring is covered in uniform dabs of
patina, remembering to show some of the ring as well. You can paint the inside of the ring as well or just paint the surface portion. See photo. 

3. While the patina is still wet, use the side of your Vintaj relief block to buff the ring surface and remove some of the patina. 

4. Set aside to dry. Once completely dry, apply a coat of sealant with a brush onto the surface of your ring to seal in the patina. Let dry overnight. 

5. You're done!
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